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Discover ways to use your Points
Use them how you want, when you want. Find out how easy it is to pay for your next getaway.









Buy, gift, pool, transfer, and restore Hilton Honors Points
The possibilities are endless. Where will your Points take you?
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Pool Points
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Points expire after 24 months of inactivity, but we can help you get them back.
Restore Your Points







Points & Money Rewards™: A more flexible way to travel
Don't have enough Points for that week-long getaway? Want to book that upgraded room you’ve been dreaming about? You can use ANY combination of Points and money to pay for your stay in increments of 1,000 Points, starting at 5,000 Points.
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Got Points to spend? Plan your next stay with Points Explorer






What can you book with Points & Money Rewards™?
The possibilities are endless when you use Points & Money. Here are a few real life examples to get you started.
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Baker's Cay Resort, Curio Collection
opens modal dialog
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Hampton Inn & Suites Los Cabos
opens modal dialog
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Looking for more information?
View frequently asked questions about Points & Money Rewards™., Opens new tab








Back to Top
How can we help?
phone +1-800-HILTONSCall us, it's toll-free.
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